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 Televisa Ocho An Ocho (Spanish for "Eight" or "The Eighties") was a telenovela or soap opera that aired on Televisa. The last Ocho was broadcast on September 28, 2008. The Ocho would later be replaced by the new telenovela Una Novela que Escucho by Televisa. Films This is the list of selected films aired in Ocho. Music This is the list of selected songs aired in Ocho. Awards This is the list of
Ocho awards from the Mexican Academy of Television. Year Category Grand Prize 2010 Best Drama 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 Notes References Category:Televisa telenovelas Category:Mexican telenovelas Category:Mexican television series Category:Latin American television series Category:1980s Mexican television series Category:1980 Mexican television series debuts

Category:1992 Mexican television series endings Category:2013 Mexican television series debuts Category:2018 Mexican television series endings Category:2009 Mexican television series debuts Category:2000s Mexican television series Category:2010s Mexican television seriesQ: Slack bot send messages from usernames So I have already made a bot in Slack and everything is working great. I can
send messages to the channel and use that to send messages to different users when they are online. The problem is when you have a user that is a member of multiple teams. So let's say I have a bot that is a member of the marketing team and I want to send a message when they are online, I have to make a slash command to send a message to the marketing team, but when I do I am sent it to the owner

(I am just using their username). I have the bot set up in so that when the command is run it sends the message to the user's slack channel. How do I send it to the users slack channel instead of their owner? I have already tried using a regex to try and look for a channel name but I can't seem to 82157476af
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